Business/Facility Considerations
Rink Owners, Managers and Building Contractors
When a new sport with a natural fit comes along, facility trustees have an opportunity to broaden
their user base and reinvigorate their revenue stream. Basketball courts, designed for one game,
have accepted volleyball, dodge ball and badminton (to name a few) in “down time.” Golf
courses are open to cross-country skiing in the winter season. And ski slopes are now welcoming
snowboarders. All this is in a natural evolution of accommodating new sports, without destroying
the traditional sport that is played in/on the facility.
Existing Ice
ICE SOCCER provides a new revenue stream to arena owners and managers. The Boot’r can be
sold or rented. Likewise, hi-traction-on-ice shoe-boots can be sold or rented out (as bowling shoes
are in a bowling alley); so, too, can the required few pieces of protective gear.
With ICE SOCCER’s broad appeal, much of its play can be scheduled during what arena
managers would normally consider "off-hours." Or ice time can be extended for a month or two
to accommodate ICE SOCCER play, once the hockey season winds down. For instance, periods
of down-time in mid-morning and early afternoon can be filled with play by at-home moms, 2nd
or 3rd shift employees, etc. Summer birthday parties for kids playing ICE SOCCER were a focus
group hit, offering this possibility for available summer ice time. Church groups, the Scouts,
fund-raiser events, family reunions and many more can schedule and enjoy this new sport.
For non-commercial college/university/municipal ice, many time-slots are reserved for activities
that draw very few participants, and frequently these users do not even show up. ICE SOCCER
puts 18 players on ice at one time. An arena-utilization review will probably show that
reallocating or consolidating this minimally used ice time to allow scheduled use by larger usergroups, such as ICE SOCCER, is highly advantageous.
Planned Ice
Many colleges, municipalities and private investors are contemplating the construction of ice
arenas or the addition of more ice sheets, but are not convinced that the level of community
interest in ice hockey and figure skating alone will support/justify the new investment. ICE
SOCCER, which does not compete with either ice hockey or figure skating, provides another way
to fill this additional ice time. ICE SOCCER could provide the impetus for owners to build or
expand by offering an alternative revenue source, thus easing their financial concerns.
Potential investors who are on the verge of committing to a new or expanded arena may be
reassured when they consider the revenue stream produced by a whole new team sport that
appeals to both the existing ice user base and a heretofore untapped clientele within their
community, the non-skater.
Competitive League-Play or Casual Recreational-Play
ICE SOCCER can be played at numerous intensity levels, thus making it attractive for
highly competitive team play or for simple outings with family, friends or neighbors.
Play can be on a full ice sheet with a large number of participants or be split to half-sheet
play with smaller numbers of players. As with all sports, formal rules - the “Official
Rules of ICE SOCCER™” (copyright 2004-2013 DWT) - can be followed for
competitive play, or “sand-lot” rules can be improvised for the number and age/gender
mix of the players and the desired intensity level of informal play.

